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This comprehensive manual marks a significant milestone in the Vidal
Sassoon success story. clarifies just how the main basic and most
essential haircuts are done step by stepextensive use of photographs It
is supported by many photographs which actively demonstrate how to
improve your technique and perform an ideal cut. 'Cutting Hair the Vidal
Sassoon Method' will teach you, step-by-step, the way the main basic and
advanced haircuts are accomplished. For the first time the guy who is
the acknowledged get better at in the wonderful world of haircutting and
hair care reveals in book type the secrets of the methods that have made
him popular around the globe.
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I love this book and constantly make reference to it to bing me back
again to my foundation. I have been doing hair 20 years now and started
with this reserve. Demetrius qualified me Sassoon cutting and this book
often brings me back again to my base. I had more good luck going you
tube and watching videos One Star Cannot believe I was dumb more than
enough to order this book. Live, Love, Laugh, Enjoy!! Ideal condition.
Fabulous device to have to assist you to elevated your skills! MUST HAVE
for hairstylists!. THis book had not been worth the amount of money, I
thought .! Though it is older styles it brings you back to the basics of
haircutting. If you are significant about cutting get this book Must
Have! Vidal bible! This is a must have for hairdressers who are looking
to perfect their precision hair cuts. However, I truly expected more for
such a high price. Glad I acquired another one. A+ Publication offers
many pictures not drawings as stated in a review above. Easy to follow
and I am a manual visible learner.. EASILY can understand the book so
can anyone else. Five Stars Love it Five Stars Perfect! I saw instant
success in the turnouts for my bob and blunt cuts and also have only had
the publication for 3 days.! cutting book I love this publication! I
lost my prior book so this was a replacement. I own this book because
its base is critical to me everyday that function behind the seat! This
book comes strongly suggested from professionals in the industry and
from my personal knowledge gain from the reserve.This is the era of my
start in hairdressing. Enjoyed it immensely Great for students stylist A
bit of history A great book.. THis book had not been worth the amount of
money, I thought it would tell how exactly to layer hair and cut
nonetheless it only showed how exactly to do a few outdated styles and
didn't explain anything about how to do layering. It appears that
regardless of what I learn in locks cutting all the new methods are
centered around the 5 basic Sassoon cuts. Five Stars Amazing! I could
get far better by logging on to You Tube. informative Very informative.
I can get much better by logging on to You Tube I purchased the reserve
because I was raised with Vidal doing hair.
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